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He stood before the mirror a ghost, a fading man.  From his heavy forehead to his flagging cheeks, the features he knew, the ones he recognized, disappeared in the shadow of his 65 years. Across his face and its ridges worn by forgotten deeds with their conflicted, misunderstood drives, moved traces of those years like clouds that morning, shifting, dissipating and returning and together they told a story, those lines and shadows, but no matter how long he stared, he couldn’t understand it, even now. 
Two lines ran along the sides of his nose, perfect and parallel to his chin, and he felt them take his face down from the airy place where the clouds took shape, to the hard earth, the stone world below. If he could understand these lines, read the story the clouds told, maybe he could figure out an ending and keep from dropping to the cold rock ground beneath.
If he could stop the falling, he could undo whatever brought him here, to this hotel across from the hospital where she lay unconscious, unreachable. But he couldn’t. He couldn’t make sense of the illness, of his presence after so long absent, the years since he left his daughter Julia, her life since then.
Now she was sick and while he could see it in her gray, matte skin, in the watery eyes he knew were naturally deep brown and clear, he failed to imagine how a usually harmless microbe could be responsible.
She was overrun by her own flora, her body was poisoning itself. The name sounded like “mercy,” but it came without a choir or the warm glow of salvation; no, mercy meant MRSA, a blood infection, an unsettling yellow “clean” suit and the flap flap flap of paper-covered shoes walking down the hallway to her room, where nothing was recognizable, nothing human except the flowers he brought every day to this colorless place.
A filament, a cell, a cloud. Her temperature is more than 100 degrees, her kidneys are shutting down and her body is burning up with infection. If it reaches her heart, she will die.

*		*		*

He parks in the visitors lot before dawn. The night’s clear sky has given way to a front of some kind and a bank of clouds is taking shape in the east. He passes the family medicine building, cancer center and Emergency Department before reaching the entrance to the north medical tower.
He looks across the lawn and sees the benches out in front, empty now, but where families will appear in clusters that form and dissipate throughout the day, husbands and mothers, nurses and orderlies resting in the precious sunlight. At night, the old men appear, scabby with age and disease, smelling of alcohol and neglect. They have nowhere to go and someone brings them here. A cab, a police car. A son. A daughter.
He glances up at the monstrous block before him and each window reminds him that inside, whatever they put on the floor and walls, no matter how bright the fluorescent lights, a hospital reeks of death, in every corner and wall joint. Behind this facade lies his own daughter.
He opens the door with a sharp metallic clap and enters the hallway, with its blunted odors organic and embarrassing. In the distance is the gift shop, but he continues in long steps to the elevator, no longer pausing to look at the porcelain figures on display, for they remind him of his fragile and child-like daughter, so small and unmoving.  He continues down the corridor to the staff elevators, modest compared with the larger public ones out front.  It is warm, the only warm room in the place, and he pushes the number 4.
With unhurried steps he exits at the isolation wing, separated by heavy double doors and then more doors and at last he sees the sink against the barren wall with its warning for all to wash.
He turns the flipper faucet with his wrist, tugs his sleeves to his elbows, then christens his hands, arms, neck and face. The paper gown is next and with it the hat and shoe covers and in this canary wrapping he walks into another world, of acrylic and metal, of electronic sounds and muted smells.
The cu-uush, cu-uush, cu-uush of the breathing machine brings him into the moment and he sees her.
She looks familiar, but the colors are all wrong. Her skin seems made up in the hue of the walls; her hair clumps instead of spreading loose in caramel strands. The institutional lights drain her eyes and replace her real features with putty ones and in her perfect throat a nozzle and hose. Stands ring her bed and pinned to her gown ampoules collect the necrosis from her body.
It was difficult for her to speak even before, but now, no longer able to take her own breath, they have inserted this hose to breathe for her, and trying to write, she is too weak to craft the rounded “a” and “e” and when the tiny circles collapsed on themselves, she dropped the pencil to sleep and that was how he left her last night.
Now it is early and even the first-shift nurses have not come by and he tries to imagine what she would say if she were awake. He struggles to remember anything she has said, and closing his eyes, nods to sleep.
This silence. How far from the screaming that baffled him when she was an infant, those animal cries, the grinding yelps. She began talking then, and he wanted to join in her conversations about nothing but couldn’t figure out how. Sitting beside her with a crayon he became frozen; she would run and laugh and he felt out of place.
It wasn’t long before he was driving her to school, and hoped to share somehow in her thoughts, but it was easier to ride in silence than ask her questions and that was how things stood when he began to travel so much for work. He worried about her for a while, whether other children picked on her, who was coaxing her to practice her multiplication tables and he wanted, deeply, to know, but it seemed he was interfering when he asked her about these things.
“Doctor,” he says, roused by the door sliding open. A group parades past, a graying man and his audience. They huddle around her.
The older doctor asks about her blood differential, and the man hears words like leukocytes and lymphocytes as the chorus responds, and the gray-haired man says, “The drugs aren’t doing what we’d like.”
“Can you tell me, again, what it is?” the man asks, almost ashamed of his question.
“An antibiotic-resistant infection,” the doctor says. “We’re using everything we have against it and we will just have to wait. Steroids would help her kidneys but they’re too dangerous. Besides, at this point, we’re most concerned about her heart. Get a CBC before lunch,” he says and it is noted by the crowd.
The consultation takes only minutes and they leave as a pack. It is 7:12 a.m. Rounds will recur all day, not just the infectious diseases team but medicine, rheumatology, cardiology and surgery with their residents and fellows and though he has given up trying to understand her illness, seeing it as a series of random events that together, became an unstoppable storm, these clans returning in regular cycles with possibilities, tests and treatments that haven’t fixed her, but have kept the illness out of her heart, reassure him.
When they leave, grazing the door one by one until the last one slides it closed, the chamber seems emptier than before and her bent frame smaller in the center of the bed. She is receding from him. So he turns his thoughts to the first happy memory he can resurrect. He is looking across the fields behind his childhood home at rows of wheat, a golden sky and his dog running to him.
He wants this image to stay and tries to hold it in his mind, to help him through the hours before the noon rounds, but before he can pin down the details, feel the sun on his face, reach out for his dog, pop open a wheat ear, the image breaks apart and disappears.

*		*		*

The last time he stared across those fields was after his mother’s death, trying to remember her but already unable to draw the lines of her, a specter he could barely see, always moving, diaphanous, silent as if in prayer.
Was she pregnant? Was that why she died? Unable to ask, and without anyone to tell him, he felt himself fading, becoming less corporeal and as soon as he could, left their farm and entered business school. Cold War industrialization offered opportunities and he excelled at selling.  From a local route he rose to regional manager and eventually to company headquarters in the state capital where he became vice president for distribution and sales. He traveled out of the country, often meeting with clients in Europe and Asia, visiting his family when he could, though less as his daughters become more complicated. When the girls entered college, he divorced.
That was at least 10 years ago, he couldn’t remember, and his life went on much in the same way until a few years ago when he became a consultant, well paid for his knowledge of the defense industry and because of his likeable personality and scratch golf game, able to enjoy himself and earn handsomely, telling stories and jokes and still managing to find the right machine for his customers.
As he followed each episode in his life, one phase overlapping the other with never a rough place, he failed to see how the chain of memory could lead here, to this sealed chamber with its bed-cage and the apathetic IV bags. If I think long enough, it will come to me.
He pieces together the illusion he has carried of her and prepares to let it go. He starts over at the beginning, tries to see them together in his mind, even in ordinary moments. She is 10, and they are lowering the seat of his bike so she can ride it, her first attempt without training wheels. She falls into the shrubs along their driveway but wants to try again and after a few tumbles he figures how to hold the bike and pace alongside until she sees how it feels and he runs with her until she stays up long enough to pedal upright, her feet barely reaching but finding their place at last.
As he runs with her, he floats above the driveway, the bike, the house and even his daughter and his body is light and happy until, in an instant, it falls back into place. He wants to remember more of the day, wants to know exactly what he was feeling, but the memory breaks apart.
Another time. He is driving to the doctor’s office because her stomach aches. It is raining and dark and she moans on the way despite the ginger ale and soda crackers they tried at home. He shields her with an umbrella as they walk up the narrow breezeway to the old brick hospital with plaster rooms that smell like a science class. Afterward it is late and he carries her sleeping back to the car.
Now she is leaving for college and he arrives as she is loading her car with sheets,  clothes, a bookcase in the trunk and books, not boxed but loose on the seats and floor.
He tries to imagine but loses the track; maybe, if he concentrates enough, he can see her at the university. Dean’s List, honors program. She must have studied all the time, woke up early in her no-nonsense way and got to work, attending afternoon labs and her notebooks were colored with spilt chemicals, the acids and bases he remembered from his own chemistry classes.
She began to research bacteria colonies, then cellular mechanics, then a simple, ancient life form, staphylococcus. Next came graduate school and a new lab, with sealed hoods, isolated duct work and security cards. She felt comfortable with the rituals of washing, checking and logging the record. She knew the steps by heart, entering and leaving by protocol, night after night, from the seventh floor of the medical school.
Then, another memory, one he wished would disappear and be replaced by anything else, but instead it lived, in searing detail, her call one day when he felt beneath her words she was accusing him. He hurt, but he didn’t understand hurt, and the feeling became aversion and anger.  She was blaming him, and hadn’t she ignored him just as much, always preoccupied with her friends or her school work, her research, and didn’t he have his own sense of emptiness and failure inside that sometimes crested and became unbearable? Before he could stop himself he said the words that changed everything, words he hears in his loneliness and shame, You don’t love me, you never have. When you find a cure or whatever you’re looking for, you can tell me about it and we’ll talk. That’s the only time I ever want to hear from you again and it wasn’t just his words, but the way he made sure she felt as hurt as he did.
From there, he lost contact completely, didn’t know she went on to study staphylococcus as a post-doctoral fellow. That she recently received an invitation from her childhood friend Cynda to pitch in at the restaurant she was opening in the town where they both once lived. He had no idea she came home. He had no idea how they found him.

*		*		*

Julia hadn’t seen Cynda in years, though they still talked and laughed when they called each other, once a week almost like sisters, while Julia completed her doctorate and Cynda finished culinary school in Atlanta.
Now Cynda was opening a restaurant in their hometown and it became a reunion of sorts for several of their friends who came back the week before it opened to help her get ready.
Julia didn’t think about calling her father who lived less than an hour away; she hadn’t seen him for years. She thought of him rarely, but when she did, it generated thoughts like a storm in her mind, an image of him never quite there, never quite solid, just like it was when she was a child and forever since, and so she walled off great parts of herself to seal away the dark clouds inside.
She met Cynda outside the new restaurant. They embraced and Julia announced her special qualifications as “the only microbiology-certified sous-chef here,” somewhat to Cynda but mostly to Joseph, who was already working in the pristine kitchen. His wild curls were more unruly than ever, but his shoulders and arms nothing like the boy she went to the reservoir in high school with one Saturday, scaling the fence and leaping over the barbed wire to get to the falls and gaze at the enormous lake, then his arm around her waist, his lips on her neck and her running along the waters edge to the gate, away from him.
No, this Joseph expertly held a flat santuko blade to chop fast and lightly, the muted taps stopping when he saw her and the Mediterranean sun showing in his smile, his hands and face as richly amber as olive wood.
“I bet you have a medical degree by now,” he said.
“I’m more of a medical detective,” she said.  “I investigate germs.”
“Can you keep your mites out of the kitchen while you’re here?”
“They’re not mites. They’re microbes --  and they multiply like rabbits. Did you know one staph can spawn 17,000,000 kids in 12 hours?”
“I can honestly say I didn’t. I’m not sure I’d want to, if I had a choice.”
“I meant to be a doctor,” she said, as he resumed cutting, remembering how they mapped out their life plans, first hers, then his, early one morning after their high school graduation, when as a joke they were locked in someone’s parents’ bathroom and they stayed until dawn, with their menthol cigarettes and strawberry wine. “But after two years, instead of heading into clinical rotations, I spent a season in a chef’s kitchen. I was supposed to be prep help really, but after a few days I was subbing for meals and by the end of the summer, had my own dishes, even my own dinner-jazz special every week. It was my best summer. So no M.D. What about you?”
“I was in the reserves for a while, but when that was over, left for France and ended up in the south, not the ritzy part, but below Marseille. That’s where I learned what food could really taste like. I stayed for eight years.”
“You left high school early, anyway.”
“Of course I did. Why didn’t you?”
“No one left high school. Except you. That was brave.”
At last, it was the day before Cynda’s opening reception, and everyone arrived early for the final round of preparations. A rack held sets of unused cutlery, paper-thin on the edges for trimming meats, mincing celery, making spiral towers from ordinary carrots and Julia took one, rinsed it and began removing edges from cabbage leaves, then turned to the nearby chicken, skinned it and removed the sinews. As she slipped the blade into the sink it fell through her fingers and she caught it, but not before it pricked the web between her index and middle fingers. Before she could wash it, Joseph was there and he took his hand in hers, led her to the large plates they’d use for the opening night’s dinner service sprinkled with a mix of tarragon, saffron and curry to look like Christmas. He leaned into her ear and whispered; she laughed and returned to the counter.
The next morning, the day of the reception, there were wild asters and chrysanthemums to arrange, fresh parsley, cilantro and basil to mince, reservations to make in the side room. Even so, when Joseph motioned to Julia, they sneaked out to walk along the river at the park.
She felt a strange contrast between the heat of his hand and the iciness of hers and though it was autumn, she began to shiver, and looking down, noticed her palms were swollen and mottled pink.
Feeling unsteady, she suggested they return to the restaurant but before they reached it, her mind flooding with dream images as if from a summer shower, a downpour, his words became unclear and muffled and when the tingling in her fingers spread to her forearms and shoulders, and a stiffness in her legs and hips worsened, she felt herself falling, not on the outside, but on the inside and it did not scare her to sink this way because it was soft and dark and she felt safe in the warm, gentle wave that was carrying her away.
As she began to fall, she felt there was one thing she needed to remember, but couldn’t, and why was it suddenly so cold, when the sun was out, and was it really spring already? And here is Joseph and they’re playing kickball Saturday morning in the wide meadow at the end of her street, the rubber ball bowing against her toes as she kicks and hears the plop, plop, plop as it bounces away from her to somewhere beyond, to someone she can’t make out, now kickball, running, faces, rolling down the grassy hills near their houses, but wait, not grass or snow, a white a hallway with lights, metal rails and rough sheets, a glass door and a shuttered window, and lying in a bed still wondering what she was forgetting.

*		*		*

The clouds form generous curves and arcs beyond the narrow hospital window with clean lines and atmospheric blue between them. Currents up there, he imagines, are reshaping them to say something, that’s what weather is, anyway, events set in motion by an unseen force, but as they shift, he is aware of a narrative taking shape up there or is it inside him? He isn’t sure, but he sees how their shapes and movements tell a story that maybe he can figure out now. It will be his story, a story to tell her, his chance to make up for not telling her enough before.
“The mackerel sky,” he says, as the cumulus break into bumpy rows. “There’s a front coming. Probably some wind this morning. Bet we’ll have rains later today, too, maybe sleet tonight if it gets cold enough before the clouds move out. Kiddo, it’s not a good time to go out in your boat.”
He thinks he knows the story, now. It is coming to him.
“Outside, here, cold as it was last night, sitting on one of those out there,” he says, trying to describe the place where he saw the man on the bench. It was gusty and the man wore no coat as he lay against the metal. The ghost man inside stirred, reached up to prod him to help the man on the bench but he couldn’t.
He thought of his daughter and wondered she horrified her doctors the way the man on the bench horrified him, whether they thought of her as an unfixable problem, a contamination filthy and lawless but familiar, and he wondered if, by connecting with the man, by making sense of this one mystery, he could understand the whole story.
And, if he could, perhaps he could solve the riddle of his daughter’s illness.

*		*		*

He sat on the bench with his helplessness. It was an unfamiliar sensation, this impulse to reach out. In the dark the ghost face appeared and it was the ghost face that took him into the body of the man on the bench, not casting out or replacing that man’s soul, but rather in there with it. Once inside, it felt uncomfortable there, dusty and lightless.
Instead of sadness, he knew the man who lived there once was gone. Instead of life, inside the man on the bench he found a shell, an old house emptied of everything meaningful, with used-up things lying around.
He exited the man’s body and was sitting beside him on the bench.  He took the man’s shoulder, nudged him, listened to the rattle as the man came to.
The man sat up and lifted his elbow to strike, but dropped his arm. They sat on the bench a long time together. Then, he lifted him, and walked him into the hospital.

*		*		*

It is noon, and the doctors won’t return until late afternoon. You never get any sleep at night, but this time of day has its own dreams. The midday lull cloaks the ward and turns it into an icy fairy land.
He drifts among his thoughts, mentally checking his obligations back home. Some schedule changes, bills, a mortgage payment. He wondered how long it would be before he was walking with his friend along the edge of the forest near his home. They rarely talked about what came before, and while he wanted to be different with her, found himself in the familiar place of silence, holding everything inside with anger and distance. Yes, he was failing with her, too, falling through the earth to this same cold place.
Cynda called as they were rushing Julia to the hospital and he didn’t think about the chasm between himself and the sky, between himself and the world, only that he needed to be with her, to hold her, to stare into her eyes and talk, to claim precious time and plead with her to forgive the one memory of his life he could not forget even while he lost everything else of meaning and value, those impulsive hateful words he never meant to say and heard again in his mind during the nothing of his days.
Julia is the only quarantined patient in the wing and as long as it is quiet, she is OK. The mackerel sky shifts and another one takes shape and instead of floating apart, the clouds melt into each other and their clinging strands smooth and darken into a shroud.
Snow is coming, an early storm. He looks at his sleeping daughter and imagines her in a lonely place, cold and dim. Hearing the hum that drives the movement of her breathing, he sees the sun has burned a gap in the cloud bank.
Julia can’t see this sun break and he fears if she doesn’t see it now, she will never see the sun again and remembering how he picked up the man from the bench the night before, wrinkling his forehead with the thought his damp clothes and odor, like the scent of this room, like something overripe, he better understands what he is supposed to do, how he can help her. Yes, he must find the man later and thank him, but first, his daughter. He inhales strongly, drawing in the sickness odors, his face mask collapsing as he breathes and, with what he believes may be the only good and true action left to him, he reaches for the rail.
He lifts her arm, takes the cool palm into his warm one, and turns to the window with his deeply marked face now lit by the sun and it seems the ruts are not so deep, the lines more whimsical.
He has seen the nurses remove the breathing hose before, yet hesitates to do it himself, but remembers, I can do this, somewhere in the story I do this, and pulls the clamp from the tube in her throat. She raises a finger to close the end and takes a breath on her own, shallow but stable.
He pulls her body to him, and feels the weight of days and events, the only gravity, really, the gravity of a human lifetime, the gravity of loss, of ending, and lifting her, feels the ampoules holding the infection pressing against him, the plastic ports and drains, but lifts until she is firmly in his arms.
Now the bag hanger falls and the compression wraps drop from her legs.  She is limp but breathing on her own, and he buries his face in her neck and finds she is warmer than he expects and her body is soft against the hard crags and strikes of his face, as if she could heal them, close them, bring him the face he had many years ago, when she was a girl.
He sees her then, coming to him, smiling, her speckled blond hair unkempt and uncombed, and it is summer, and she’s carrying a ball, but he’s on his way out, wants to hug her but doesn’t, and as he holds her now, he clings to the image, and instead of dissipating the memory remains, lingers, like the clouds, somewhere between there and not there, and he desperately tries to make that image stay, of him and his daughter when she was perfect and he was younger, before the years wrote this story on his face and then came after his daughter.
The monitors begin to signal but he wants this instant to never end and he walks toward the window to see the bleak cape above, and he stands there, looking up and praying, not knowing how or to whom but earnest and beseeching.
He nears the narrow stripe of the window and a tear appears, or is it just her eyes watering, he has to hurry but the sky is so ashen, except for one place, yes, there, he sees it, a small gap in the clouds where the sun is breaking through and he holds her up to the glass, presses her hand to it, leans with her against the pane and falls into it.
Holding her, knowing the staff is coming, unsure anyway how long she can breathe on her own but she is breathing now, he remembers a nursery tale, how did it go, the sky is falling, the sky is falling, someone trying to alert the world but no one listens, is that how it goes? Not knowing if this might be the story -- his story -- he tries to remember the tale and can’t, but instead feels the sky fall on him, her body against him, the sky is falling, the sky is falling, and he looks at her and feels a crush of sadness along with something else he can’t name.
He speaks the words out loud, the sky is falling, and does he know how the fable ends after all? Imagines hearing their steps outside but imagines he doesn’t care, the sky is falling, the sky is falling, the mackerel sky is falling, and he, too, is falling, through a sky that opens up around him and he feels the sun’s warmth, her warmth, the warmth of the man the night before, and knows he can tell the story now, his lips dry and stumbling, the sky is falling, he is falling and they’re both falling -- but if they are to fall, he will hold her, feel her breathe however feebly, and if he can feel that healing breeze, whatever hard ground they reach, however cold and broken, he might survive and maybe, if he holds her, she will, too.
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